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Extracting text from Maps 

 

 

 

Name of Submitter:  

Adi Keinan-Schoonbaert (nominating someone else) 

Key People:  

Nick Dykes, Curator for Modern Maps Collections 
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Reasons for Award: 

Nick worked with a collection of digitised maps and documents relating to eastern Africa, held at the 
BL War Office Archive. This is a collection of over 14,000 mostly unique, hand-drawn items, 
originally kept by the British War Office between c.1880 and 1940. 

He first created an online map, where people can view the locations of these maps and explore 
them in high resolution (they were uploaded to Wikimedia Commons):  

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?hl=en&mid=1cAf4fqJK_-_zq8e2hCeAyy3C0e4&ll=-
6.866810010279641%2C37.777849999999944&z=4 

Nick was interested in extracting text from these maps. After completing a pilot course in 
Computing for Information Professionals at Birkbeck University, he created and released a dataset 
containing the text extracted from almost 2,000 colonial-era maps and documents. He used the 
Google Vision API to automate the extraction of the text. 

The dataset is now available from the BL's Research Repository, and provides access to 
thousands of names of historical settlements and regions, descriptions of historical land use, 
topography and vegetation, and notes of ethnographic, military or administrative context. 
 

The resource consists of a downloadable spreadsheet, which lets users browse or search the 
extracted text. 

Nick blogged about this work: 

https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/2020/05/automated-text-extraction-from-colonial-era-maps-of-
eastern-africa.html 

It is brilliant to see such a journey undertaken by a curator: from a physical collection of maps to a 
digitised collection, through the creation of an online interactive map for better discoverability and 
engagement, and finally, after acquiring the right skills at the Computing for Cultural Heritage course 
- the successful extraction of text from these maps and the creation of a research dataset. 

Nick hopes his dataset will be of particular use in identifying and locating place names in eastern 
Africa during the colonial period, for which there is a gap in current research resources. He is also 
hopeful it will facilitate the contribution of these maps to studies of the history of the environment. 

Notes from Nick about the entry: 

The project consisted in the development of a software tool that enlists the Google Vision API to 
extract text from digital images of manuscript maps. The results are presented in a spreadsheet that 
lets users browse or search the extracted text, and identify on which image each piece of text is 
found, and its exact location within that image. 

By running this software tool on 2,000 colonial-era manuscript maps of East Africa (held at BL in the 
‘War Office Archive’), I created a new resource that makes available over 317,000 pieces of 
extracted text.  

This spreadsheet resource can be downloaded from the Shared Research Repository - 
https://bl.iro.bl.uk/work/117ed6c1-d9ba-481a-bae6-74d389f6a441 

The spreadsheet also links to a geographical search interface for the archive 
(https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?hl=en&mid=1cAf4fqJK_-_zq8e2hCeAyy3C0e4&ll=-
6.866810010279629%2C37.777849999999944&z=4), which in turn provides links to high-res 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?hl=en&mid=1cAf4fqJK_-_zq8e2hCeAyy3C0e4&ll=-6.866810010279641%2C37.777849999999944&z=4
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versions of the images and their catalogue records on the BL website. The combination of these 
resources lets users identify each piece of text and see it in context on the face of the map. 

The project was created while I attended a pilot course in applied computer science at Birkbeck 
University - https://www.bl.uk/projects/computingculturalheritage  - a collaboration between the 
British Library and The National Archives, and funded by the Institute of Coding. I would like to thank 
the following for their help and advice – Stelios Sotiriadis and Martyn Harris at Birkbeck University; 
Nora McGregor, Adi Keinan-Schoonbaert, Peter May, Tom Derrick and Gethin Rees at BL. 

Blog article: https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/2020/05/automated-text-extraction-from-colonial-
era-maps-of-eastern-africa.html 

The new resource created by the software tool provides meaningful access for the first time to the 
many thousands of names and locations of historical settlements, regions, and ethnic groups in East 
Africa that are found on the maps. It also makes available descriptions of historical land use, types 
and limits of vegetation, and documentary notes of eg. military activity, such as punitive expeditions. 

The resource is of particular use in identifying and locating place names in eastern Africa during the 
colonial period, for which there is a gap in current research resources. It has facilitated enquiries 
from external researchers regarding Land Rights issues in eastern Africa. I hope it will also facilitate 
the contribution of these War Office maps to studies of climate change and the history of the 
environment. 

The software tool that was developed has wide application across BL collections, and provides a 
quick and cost-effective solution to automated text extraction from digital images of BL collection 
items that feature complex text, such as maps or manuscript items. 

The project was included in a paper delivered at the Royal Anthropological Institute Conference 14 
- 18 September 2020, ‘Anthropology and Geography: Dialogues Past, Present and Future’ – ‘From 
conservation to computer vision - curating the ‘War Office Archive’ of colonial-era maps held at the 
British Library’ - https://www.therai.org.uk/conferences/anthropology-and-geography 

The project has also featured as a case study in the BL’s internal training course, 108 Digital 
Mapping. 

Work Start: January 2020 Work End: March 2020 
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